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“V” Brand
Various appearances of the brand and their names

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_CMYK.eps 
25% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_black.eps 
25% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_PMS.eps 
25% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_diap.eps 
25% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_RGB_XL.gif 
4,5% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_
solo_100c62m19y10k.eps 

25% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_RGB_
XL.jpg

19% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_RGB_
XS.jpg

100% true size

VIRT2UE_brand_solo_RGB_M.
jpg

76% true size

All appearances of the brand shown are  digitally available.

Please note: the light blue square is not part of the logo type, but is used to 
show the boundaries and trans lucency of the logotype issued.
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Logotype
Various appearances of the logotype and their names

VIRT2UE_wTagline_CMYK.eps 
20% true size

VIRT2UE_wTagline_black.eps 
20% true size

VIRT2UE_wTagline_PMS.eps 
20% true size

VIRT2UE_wTagline_diap.eps 
20% true size

VIRT2UE_wTagline_RGB_XL.gif 
4% true size

VIRT2UE_
wTagline_100c62m19y10k.eps 

20% true size

VIRT2UE_wTagline_RGB_XL.jpg 
17% true size

VIRT2UE_wTagline_RGB_L.jpg 
34% true size

All logotypes shown are  digitally available.

Please note: the light blue square is not part of the logo type, but is used to 
show the boundaries and trans lucency of the logotype issued.

VIRT2UE_wTagline_RGB_M.jpg 
67% true size


